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Headlines should:
- be accurate and immediately understood (don’t try to be too clever);
- state the information **simply**;
- summarize the story **concisely**;
- entice reader to read the story;
- **always** use an active verb (no label headlines);
- are **downstyle** (not all caps and not capitalizing every word)
- **never** be hyphenated.
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• Be as specific as you can.
• Avoid redundancy: Do not repeat words from the main head in the deck
• Be conversational. Avoid jargon or unfamiliar acronyms.
• Write in present tense, active voice. (“Argos win” not “Argos won”)
• Avoid bad breaks. Adjectives and other compound words or phrases should be together on the same line.
• Don’t use articles (the, a, and, etc.). Save space for more important words.
• Punctuation:
  • Don’t use periods;
  • Quotation marks are single, not double (and be sure it is a real quote mark ‘ ’, not an inch " or foot mark ")
Numbers in headlines:

• Numbers in headlines are different than numbers in stories.
• In headlines, always use a numeral, even if it starts the sentence, and even if it’s less than 10.
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- Do not “steal the lede” from the story for your headline.
- Do not editorialize or exaggerate
- Don’t use overly long words
- Avoid false abbreviations (“profs”; “Dems”)